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1 Claim. (Cl. 101-376) 

This invention relates to printing plates, and in particu 
lar to printing plates of the kind adapted to produce 
impressions on corrugated cardboard or the like that 
present an irregular surface. 

Printing on corrugated cardboard presents a special 
problem inasmuch as the surface presented is quite irregu 
lar. The variance can be of the order of 0.010" to 0.030". 
In view of this, it has been heretofore proposed to utilize 
printing plates presenting type faces of relatively soft 
rubber. Resultantly, the type faces of the plate when 
pressed against the irregular surface incidental to produc 
ing an impression thereon will assume a state of compres 
sion conforming to the irregularity of the surface being 
printed, which is to say that the soft type faces will seek 
out the low spots on the surface being imprinted, or will 
be compressed by high spots. Thus, the type face may 
be squashed or ?attened producing an imperfect print, and 
the primary object of the present invention is to overcome 
this problem by providing a rubber printing plate, for 
printing irregular surfaces, with a relatively ‘soft rubber 
backing supporting relief type characters having relatively 
hard rubber printing faces. As a consequence, ‘the hard 
rubber on the faces of the printing characters that will be 
inked will not squash or distort because of variant pres 
sure due to surface irregularities, but rather will remain 
undistorted, whereas the soft backing associated with the 
type characters will permit such compliance with surface 
irregularity as may be necessary to enable the type char 
acters to seek out the valleys or low spots presented by the 
surface being printed. Thus, the soft rubber backing be 
comes a cushion or pliant support for the hard rubber 
type faces which are non-distorting under the printing 
pressures involved. 

Another object of the present invention is to further 
assure uniformity in prints by providing the more narrow 
or sharp characters with relatively thick hard rubber faces, 
in comparison to broad characters having thinner hard 
rubber faces, whereby ideal hardness is obtained for each 
printing area. 

Other and further objects of the present invention will 
be apparent from the following description and claim and 
are illustrated in the accompanying drawing which, by way 
of illustration, shows a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention and the principles thereof and what is 
now considered to be the best mode contemplated for ap 
plying these principles. Other embodiments of the in 
vention embodying the same or equivalent principles may 
be ‘made as desired by those skilled in the art without 
departing from the present invention and the purview of 
the appended claim. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a typical printing plate 

constructed in accordance with the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view illustrating a typical printing 

plate of the prior art; 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view illustrating the character of 

the printing plate of the present invention; and 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view showing mold features char 

acterizing the present invention. 
A printing plate \10 composed in accordance with the 

present invention is illustrated in FIG. 1 as inclusive of a 
backing 11 of relatively soft rubber presenting relief type 
characters ;12 on the printing side thereof. The type char 
acters 12 are faced with a harder rubber 13, FIGS, and 
the hand rubber is vulcanized to the soft rubber as herein 
after described. 
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The printing plate 10 is speci?cally adapted to print 
irregular surfaces such as corrugated cardboard =14, the 
plate being supported on a printing cylinder '15. An ad 
vantage of this is that a rubber plate as 10' does not tend 
to crush the cardboard under the printing pressures in 
\volved, and the soft rubber relief type characters 12' 
will conform to such surface irregularities as may be pre 
sented by the body being printed. 
However, at the same time, a type character such as 

12" (FIG. 2) which encounters ‘a high area on the sur 
face being printed, will be squashed or ?attened, manifest 
ing a distortion in the imprint. The result appears to be 
a cheap print, and one that approaches illegibility. 

In accordance with the present invention, the printing 
plate 10, FIG. 3, is provided with a backing '11 of soft 
rubber having a durometer hardness of the order of 10 
to 20, and the relief portions 11R thereof, which in part 
afford the type characters 112, are faced with hard rubber 
13 as has been noted, whereby distortion of the type 
faces is substantially overcome. Thus, with the plate y10 
secured to the cylinder 15 in the usual fashion, in the event 
a type character 20, FIG. 3, should encounter a high spot 
on the cardboard surface 14 being printed, the relief back 
ing 11R will yield as a cushion or pliant support therefor, 
whereas the inked type face of the character 20 is sub 
stantially unaffected and will retain its original geometry, 
reproducing the precise font design originally embodied 
therein. Advantageously, the type characters are faced 
with hard rubber having a hardness of the order of 40 to 
60 on the durometer scale. 
The wider type characters of course display more re 

sistance to squashing or distorting than do the more nar 
row characters. Referring to FIG. 1, the word “PRINT” 
to be printed by the plate ‘10 includes wide characters WC 
and narrow characters NC. Under and in accordance 
with the present invention the narrow characters NC, 
FIG. 3, ‘have hard rubber facings of maximum thickness, 
and the widest characters WC have the thinnest hard rub— 
ber facings. Resultantly, the narrowest characters that 
are likely to be distorted the greatest amount are the most 
resistant to distortion by virtue of the thicker hard rubber 
facings. _ 

Printing plates of the present invention are produced 
in a matrix or mold 25, FIG. 4. The matrix 25, in view 
of the relief plate involved, is produced with precision 
intaglio depressions 26 representing the data to be even~ 
tually imprinted, and these depressions, representing the 
printing faces of the ultimate printing plate, are lined with 
the hard rubber material 13. In compliance with the in 
verse order of hard rubber thickness, as related to the 
width of the type characters above noted, the depressions 
in the matrix corresponding to the most narrow characters 
NC are provided with hard rubber material 113 of maxi~ 
mum thickness. 

After the intaglio depressions in the mold have thus been 
?lled with hard rubber material 13 in the desired thickness 
relationship, the soft rubber backing 11 is then provided, 
whereafter the backing 11 and facing 12 are vulcanized 
to afford the unitary plate. 

It will be realized from the foregoing that the rubber 
printing plate of the present invention, for printing on 
irregular surfaces, is characterized by relief type faced 
with rubber of a given hardness having a thickness which 
varies inversely with the Width of the characters, and this 
hard rubber facing is backed by a pliant cushion of signi? 
cantly softer rubber. The order of rubber hardness has 
been speci?ed above, but it will be appreciated that this 
amounts to a general proposition which can be varied ap~ 
[preciably for different circumstances, without departing 
from the principle of the present invention. Likewise, 
while synthetic rubber is the preferred material for the 
plate, in view of the need to have an oil-resistant material 
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because of -the oil-base inks that might be used, circum 
stances may permit utilization of other materials of various 
pliant compositions, and hence the term “rubber” as used 
herein embraces lwhat other pliable materials may prove 
to be useful. ' ' 

I have referred herein to the soft rubber material as a 
“backing,” and this term is used in reference to the hard 
‘rubber facing. In actual practice, plates of the kind here 
involved are provided with a canvas or similar attaching 
means which‘ is used to secure the plate to the cylinder 
and which prevents stretching of the plate, but this, mani 
festly, is not material to an understanding of the present 
invention and hence has not been illustrated. 

Hence, whileI have illustrated and described a preferred 
embodiment of my invention, it is to be understood that 
this is capable of variation and modi?cation, and I there 
fore do not Wish to be limited to the precise details set 
forth, but desire to avail myself of such changes and 
alterations as fall within the purview of the following 
claim. 

I claim: 
A printing plate for printing on corrugated cardboard 
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and the like and comprising a backing, said backing sup 

4 
porting type characters of rubber of a given softness to 
conform to irregularities in the surface to be printed and 
said type characters having printing faces of appreciably 
harder rubber which is substantially non-distortable under 
the printing pressures involved whereby the softer rubber 
of the type characters will yield when a high spot is en 
countered during printing while the face of the correspond 
ing character remains substantially unaltered, the thickness 
of the hard rubber facing of the type characters extending 
toward the backing :less than the entire height of the char 
acter, and vwherein the thickness of the hard rubber facing 
of the type characters varies inversely with the width of 
the characters. 
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